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Abstract: 

In the context of the Internet, the trade surroundings how great ambiguity. This kind of uncertainty has not 

only changed the inventive competitive boundary of project completely, but also the antagonism rules of 

attempt. The teamwork of enterprise with suppliers, producers, sellers, clients, other organization and stakeholders 

is receiving faster and quicker. The antagonism among enterprise is no longer the antagonism stuck between 

person age enterprises, but base on the co-evolution under the production ecosystem. Therefore, how to fashion 

a good industry ecological unit and sustainable progress is the chief problem face by enterprises. This 

manuscript conducts an probing case study on the sustainability of the commerce ecosystem of enterprise from 

the perspective of border, to provide a original invented basis for the sustainable spreading out of enterprises. This 

learning inspect the specific impact of different system elements on the sustainable maturity of enterprises, 

summarize the hypothetical model, and as a final point provides reasonable suggestion on promoting the 

sustainable advance of the business ecological unit from the standpoint of state line. 

Keywords: Margin; Sustainable; Ecosystem; Case study. 

Introduction 

The21st century is a time of has tyfinancially viable increase, when humans face a mixture of 

crisis such as the deficiency of property, ecological imbalance. How to accomplish the deliberate goal of 

sustainable advance, the sustainable aggressive improvement and sustainable spreading out has 
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become a matter-of-fact difficulty facing all enterprise. The sustainable maturity of enterprises is not 

simply to lengthen the life regular change of enterprise for an indefinite period, but also incessantly in 

the elected fields. Based on this, Moore puts promote a new deliberate theory: business network. He 

proposes that company should have “co systems and organismsinnatural”,and“thinkof yourself as a part 

of the industry ecological unit living being”, therefore, the project struggle turns into the opposition of 

business bionetwork, and business flora and fauna sustainability becomes the main predicament that 

endeavor needs to get to the bottom of. 

In the framework of the increase of the production system, the edge of the endeavor is increasingly fuzzy. 

The straddling and reconfiguration of project restrictions affect the permanence  of the production 

bionetwork. The spanning of enterprise boundary is a multifaceted process, mainly 

when the rejuvenation or promoting of the existing business ecosystem is involved. This requires enterprises 

to have an overall perception to not only finger the boundaries between production and industry, but also 

flanked by internal union, so to help enterprises to profitably span the edge and realize the sustainability 

of the business network. Established theory hold that edge on both sides of has a noteworthy shock on 

the sustainability of the big business ecology, but its efficiency in illumination the sensible problems of 

enterprise in the Internet atmosphere is appreciably concentrated. There are three points that need to be 

enhanced: (1) From the standpoint of delve into pleased, offered experimental statistics show that even 

though state line straddling can be used as an imperative process for enterprise to support the progress 

of business ecological unit, researchers mainly make obvious at the point of imaginary calculation, which 

lack strong experimental data. Bulky amounts of casing data are required to verify the triumphant 

accomplishment of cross-border enterprise. 

(2)On the subject of the investigate objective, it is complicated to get immediate inside supervision in 

sequence, so unambiguous venture delve into is misplaced. This unswervingly lead to involvedness in 

provided that equipped suggestion for similar enterprise;(3)In provisions of explore method, in 

attendance is a lack of journalism using case study to converse the sustainability of venture frontier on both 

sides of to the trade ecosystem, specially negotiations on the arrangement process and instrument of 

boundary straddling. 

Based on this, this learning contribute to offered do research in three aspect. Initially, these documents 

supplement the assumption of the sustainable increase of the production bionetwork from the stand 

point of border line straddling. Secondly, this manuscript uses the case revision method to illustrate the 

enlargement route of the industry ecosystem in detail from end to end a huge number of investigation and 

immediate in order, which is one of the small number ofinvestigateparadigms.Thirdly, aboundary-

spanningreplicawitherraticfactor is projected, which will offer us with imperative value in the put into 

practice and speculation of industry biological sustainability in the potential. 

This document is estranged into a integer of part. Segment gives a newspaper writing appraisal on 

the sustainability and margin with a leg on each side of theory of production flora and fauna. Case 

learning method, data collection, and data psychotherapy are discuss in segment In adding together, 

the case revise and mock-up construction are report in Section. In segment, we reach the termination, 

and investigate the donations, implication, and boundaries of the commentary. 

To abridge, based on the border line point of view, this investigate takes enterprise as the case 

entity to converse the dominant factors of border line on the industry ecological unit. This not only has 

imperative imaginary value for opportunity the black box of project boundary with a leg on each side 

of, but also matter-of-fact consequence for Chinese enterprise to realistically use the edge spanning 

method to attain sustainable aggressive improvement. 
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Literature Review 
  

An ecosystem is a combined energy and textile circulation, which exists between enterprises [1]. 

Moore (1993)first planned the “business ecosystem “and naked the development theory of enterprise 

ecological unit. He whispered that enterprise, suppliers, producer and other stakeholders make up the 

business flora and fauna [2].The business ecosystem involve two aspects. First, the venture needs to 

build the industry ecosystem to understand the continuous update and iteration of crop to meet the 

increasing necessities of patrons. The second is that the production ecosystem will understanding a loop 

of creation, development, and annihilation [2]. On the one hand, based on the invention development 

method, researchers alienated the bio network in to three communities: research, increase and 

application, as shown in Table1.Among them, their search population refers to the innovation of 

knowledge through the sentence of market projection. The development neighborhood is the mishmash 

of knowledge and fabrication to complete invention and escape; there Levine community needs to 

broaden the new equipment and complete the discharge of the merchandise. On the other hand over, the 

main body in the ecological unit reveals its structure and position mode [3]. Other scholars think that 

the industry ecosystem should consist of core enterprise, upstream suppliers, regulars and downstream 

harmonizing parties. Through a series of matching and cooperative subjects, the aggressive 

apportistrans formed in to a win–win copy, even open handed up the turn over opportunity to help other 

enterprise live on, so as to accomplish widespread development [4]. 

As for the sustainability of industry ecology, researchers mainly converses sustainable expansion 

from the perspectives of property, configuration, ability, acquaintance and venture ecology, such as 

engineeringpsychoanalysistheory,corelivelinesstheory,resourcetheory,endeavorculturetheoryandmoderni 

sm theory. The general pursuit of these theory is the sustainable expansion of enterprises [5]. However, 

nearly all of them only meeting point on the examination of single factor of endeavor growth, ignoring 

that endeavor development is the result of multi-factor incorporation and organized synergy [6]. Therefore, 

such defects will affect the explanatory ability of relevant theories. As an enterprise is an artificial complex 

system self-possessed of human, material, financial, information, time and other elements, the sustainable 

development of the endeavor requires a organized, diverse and energetic composite do explore method [7]. 

Base on foremost the impression of production ecological unit and enterprise life cycle, this research 

summarize the real meaning of en eavor sustainable maturity and defines its conception [8]. 

Boundary Spanning Theory 

The “Boundary” comes from the biological concept and refers to the border line between countries [9]. 

Boundary on both sides of is the penetration and burst through between different belongings systems 

[10]. When it come to management, in arrange to adapt to the change of inner and outside 

environments, the endeavor takes some measures to create sustainable competitiveness that occupy 

key external stakeholders. 

Exclusive of the sticker album of export-oriented activities, such as revolutionize administration needs, 

development scope, get key property, etc. The whole process by and large refers to endeavor border 

straddling [11]. Examine on boundary-spanning at the endeavor level has been comprehensively studied in 

management journalism for more than 40 years. It is understood that “enterprise state line “can be not 

speaking in to four types: perpendicular boundary, straight boundary, external boundary and geographic 

border line [12]. The so-called vertical boundary is mainly reflected in the hierarchy within the 

organization; horizontal boundaries sex is between different purposeful departments,  
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supervision agencies and community[11].This boundary is quite dissimilar in the traditional institute, 

which makes some organization form an internal and outdoor relationship with the external 

environment. Geographic boundaries generally existing transnational and trans-regional organization 

with complex structure. Boundary-spanning theory includes a series of fundamentals such as 

transboundary human being, trans-boundary carrier, trans-boundary power and trans-boundary 

capability. These key ground rules are reciprocally adapted to enterprises ’ trans-boundary behaviors 

under poles part scenarios. 

The Boundary Spanner is the foremost corpse that promotes the border line straddling. The Boundary 

Spanner may be a group or an individual, who is responsible for collecting or transmit di fferent 

information within the organization. In this process, the Boundary spanner is formed naturally or 

without interest [13]. The ability and cognition of boundary spanners have an imperative influence on 

the cross-border effect [14]. Earlier studies listening carefully on the behavior of personality boundary 

striders, and intentional the accomplishment of the role of frontier striders and the skills they desired 

[15]. In the process of personage border line spanning, margin object is also involved. The boundary 

spanners carry apposite media to realize margin spanning activities to some extent. The delivery service 

can also be unwritten as the object that is used to sponsor the crossing, such as reporters,  actual 

drawings, the business mail system, and other wide spread physical objects or in sequence 

systems[16].IT apparatus can be effective border line spanning vehicle that provide in sequence bridge 

for announcement [17].The successful spanning of secretarial boundaries requires the co-evolution of IT 

capability [18]. In the era of the Internet, social tackle have also become an imperative carrier for border 

line on both sides of [17]. Boundary crossers need to institute a cooperative rapport with external 

stakeholders through a carrier, which is the boundary spanning mechanism. The establishment of a 

boundary spanning machinery is an central way to manage and develop an endeavor assistance 

model[19].To allow the dimensional difference between frontier spanning strategy at the personality 

level and those at the systematize level, the concept of border line spanning probable has also been 

introduce. This probable is the sum of the skill of persons who cross limitations .Skills of boundary with 

a leg on each side of can be separated into technical skills and communiqué skills[18].At the same 

time, some scholar believe that the identical of boundary on both sides of potential and boundary across 

strategy is an important feature to conclude the effect of border line spanning. The piece of music of the 

potential includes not only the transboundary,but also extra fundamentals, such as the hauler and the 

influence. Adopting different form of boundary on both sides of is more effective for their cognition of 

strategy, and it can help enterprise to ad infinitum carry out system modernization along the maturity 

arc[20]. 

3.Research Methodology 

Method and Case Selection 

In this paper, we choose the analytical case study technique for three reason. First, the research into 

core of this manuscript is how to realize the sustainable advancement of business ecosystem through 

state line on both sides of. The probing case learning advance is suitable to this topic. 

Data Collection and examination 

The data collected works of the case enterprise used in this paper beganin2019,and the searching 

lasted for more than 6 months. Including theory withdrawal, data collection, data assessment and 

data substantiation, the final might of mind of the academic scaffold. 
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Firstly, sooner than the prescribed assessment, we will have a introduction sympathetic of the 

  
target project through the getting hold of of external resources and make an interagainstiew outline. Sources 

of outdoor resources include the company’s official website, online credentials, news and articles. The 

collected works of resulting data provides a basis for our field inquiry; Next, we find out the invented 

construction that can be considered through the typical uniqueness of enterprises  and mutual with 

government theories, and preliminarily conclude the proper theories of industry ecosystem sustainability 

and state line spanning .After these two tasks, we began to develop a structured interview outline, and 

the do research team was divided into six groups to conduct research on the target enterprise through 

interviews, observe and demonstrated. 

Secondly, we conducted a field assessment of the target enterprise. Thesurveyincluded15manager, 

including the production manager, research and progress manager, human being resources administrator 

andoperationleader,whowereguiltyforthecube.Peopleareelectedasresearchstufffor the following reasons: 

Firstly, they are human resources who have deep considerate of the company’s modern condition and 

potential and can illustrate the company’s deeds and the evaluation before and after increase more 

independently.Secondly,they are all stakeholders of the do research Content. They are greatly involved 

in venture tender, delve into and maturity, product and use, and can grip substantive issue.  as a final 

point, present are 15 respondents in this assessment; the main function is  to achieve triangulation 

authentication, so that the figures we get will be more objective.  To ensure the validity of the data, 

the research team raised open questions based on sustainability strategy and boundary-spanning method, 

and records the whole development. The landscape exploration lasted 5 days and the number of 

transcribe words reach nearly1.5million.At the same time, in order to make the data comfortable more 

objective, we adopt the form of anonymity in the investigation and conference to ensure that more real 

data could be obtain. 

Finally, after our examination, we obtain some information from the companionship, such as 

convention summary; develop in to reports and some definite product data descriptions. From these 

supplies, the explore results are triangulated to form our official explore data. These information merge 

internal, exterior, commerce and direction data, so our data are supplementary point, accurate and 

realistic. 

Data Coding 

The progression of data examination and data code in this study mainly include the subsequent steps: 

First, unfasten code. In this stage, first-order concept are fashioned mainly all the way through the 

vocabulary time after time mentioned by interviewees. After the ceremonial interview, the discussion 

recording a resorted into papers and repeated impression, so as to without prejudice grasp the function 

of the interviewees’ appearance and avoid imposing the existing theoretical framework on the interview 

data. 

Second, spindle coding. In this stage, the boundary spanning and appropriate theories of the industry 

ecosystem are comparing repeatedly with the interview data to abridge the second-order thought. This 

stage is the key period of theory and modernization. 

Third, discriminatory coding. The focal point of this phase is to scrutinize the second-order concept  

and inspect all the coded data to outward appearance a synopsis concept. 

In conclusion, we can see that frontier spanner, carrier and self-motivated force are the 

indispensable elements of the border lines straddling mode. The boundary spanner is the subject,  
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performing arts on the article to be cross with the help of the border line spanning delivery service, 

and the border line with a leg on each side of power not only promote the association between the 

subject and the transporter, but also push the whole frontier spanning mode frontward.  

 

 

Figure 3. Boundary spanning mode structure. 

 

The Formation of Management Capacity Promotes the Sustainable Development of Business 
Ecosystem 

 
The border line of an enterprise is fundamentally a problem of resource portion. A good border 

administration ability can enable an endeavor to efficiently allocate resources to meet the 

necessities of customers [23,24]. Due to the subsistence of a focused division of labor, enterprise 

cannot get your hands on all the capability. Even if they can have all the capability, it is pointed to 

have a proportional improvement in the capability. In the milieu of the rapid maturity of the 

Internet, enterprise needs to be more companionable with margin resources, technology and 

organization, so as to widen core technology and thus advance their competitiveness. Therefore, 

the administration ability of border line resources acting an central role in promote the 

development of project business ecosystem and even scheming existing selling ecological unit. In 

the boundary straddling activities of DR ,the incorporation ability of state line resources chains 

the procedure of frontier spanning mode and promote the expansion of its business ecological 

unit. 
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Figure 4. Sustainable relationships between boundaries and business ecosystems. 

  

Limitations 

This dissertation studies the boundary with a leg on each side of manners in the transition from 

long-established enterprise to Internet enterprise, and draws quite a few conclusions with academic and 

practical price, but in attendance is also a quantity of deficiency. The DR project is a traditional built-

up endeavor at the commencement of its expansion. Prejudiced by the state domination control, it has 

idiosyncrasy in commerce and income, which makes the border barrier it faces unlike from that of additional 

enterprise. In prospect study, we will extra collect and dialogue other cases beginning different 

perspective to encourage the efficacy of the sustainable progress of business ecosystem. 

Conclusion 

By looking for frontier barriers and establishing boundary with a leg on each side of mock-up to 

solve border line problems faced by the business ecosystem, DR fruitfully construct the novel energy Internet 

display place “power Rubik’s chop”, realize the apparition of meteorological statistics, and the cost 

evaluation of investor on the original energy development line; helped the in mainly save point in time 

and rate in the initial appraisal stage by heartrending from offline field exploration to online examination; 

improved the company’s capability in weather data military; and increased the disclosure of the stand 

by generate online query traffic. “Power chop” is Internet merchandise residential under the tide of the 

Internet base on conventional industry. It uses figures extraction facts to make accessible are pair raised 

area for management, investors, enterprises and spare export contributor. Today, dozens of city have sign 

up for the Rubik’s dice, which has spin off from the companionship as an Internet companionship that 

relatives the entire force ecology with possessions. 

This copy opens the “black small pack up “of trade organization sustainability in three steps :learn limit 

blockade, building a self-motivated representation, and form potential. 
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